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TIOBE Programming Community index: Python ranked 3th most popular language



What makes a good programming 

language?

Readable

Concise

Large ecosystem

Fast execution

Well documented



● Invented in late ‘80s by Guido van Rossum at CWI, Netherlands

● Currently, a slow transition from Python 2 to Python 3.

● Python 2 is still maintained. Most recent versions (October 2018):

– Python 2.7

– Python 3.7



● Python can be used interactively

– commands can be typed interactively into the Python 
interpreter (called IDLE).

– IDLE is opened in the terminal by typing: python 

– >>> indicates that IDLE is open. Type exit() to close it

● Python can be run as a program

– program: text file containing a sequence of instructions. 

– execution can be launched via command line:                  

python my_great_program.py

● Dedicated software development environments help writing 
and executing your code (Spyder, Jupyter, PyCharm, Eclipse, ...)



Getting Started with Python

In Durham: launch 

Anaconda3 5.2.0 –

Python 3.6.5 from the 

AppHub

Makes programming 

tools available in your

menu. Launch:

• Spyder

• Jupyter Notebook

Installation in your

computer from: 

www.anaconda.com

http://www.anaconda.com/download


program
here IDLE terminal (also shows program output)

Execute 
the
program

Spyder, a GUI-based  editor, is available 

in your menu after having launched

Anaconda from the apps.



• Launch the notebook of this

tutorial (opens in a new 

window)

• Create a new notebook in the 

current folder:                    

File > New Notebook > 
Pyhon3

Jupyter is a web-based, interactive 

notebook. It is also available in the menu 
after having called Anaconda.



Course Plan

● COURSE 1

– basic syntax and flow control

– In practice: computing Euclidean distances

● COURSE 2

– data structures and more flow control

– In practice: more Euclidean distances

● COURSE 3

– user input, reading and writing files, handling exceptions

– In practice: dealing with PDB files



COURSE 1

basic syntax and flow control, 
functions and packages



Commands and data

● A program consists of commands (a.k.a. statements) 

manipulating data.

● Most common data types are:

– Integers (int) such as 5 or -300

– Floating point numbers (float) such as 3.1416

– Strings are character sequences enclosed in single or 

double quotes, such as "banana" and '"what can 
you do?" "not much!"'

– Boolean values, True and False



Simple arithmetic

● Here are the arithmetic operators:

– + , - , *, /

in Python 2: division of two integers produces an integer,  

a float otherwise: 14./5 is 2.8, but 14/5 is 2

– % performs modulus (i.e. remainder of division):                

14 % 5 is 4

– ** performs exponentiation: 2**3 is 8

● Try to type some arithmetic expressions in IDLE, e.g.:

>>> (10.4 + 22)*13 + 44./72

421.811111111107



Assigning variables

● results of arithmetic are often assigned to a variable:

result = (10.4 + 22)*13 + 44.0/72.0

● Variables can be used in arithmetic:

result2 = result / 5

● = does not mean equality in mathematical terms, but 

assignment. n=n+1 means that n+1 will be first computed, 

then assigned to the variable n.

● Variables can contain anything:

some_text = "This is some text!" 

some_boolean = True



Variable naming

● Names are case sensitive and cannot start with a 
number.  They can contain letters, numbers, and 
underscores:

bob, Bob, _bob, _2_bob_, bob_2

● There are some reserved words:

and, as, assert, break, class, continue,
def, del, elif, else, except, exec,
finally, for, from, global, if, import, in,
is, lambda, not, or, pass, print, raise,
return, try, while, with, yield



Comments

● A comment is a note to any human reading the program. 

A good code has lots of comments!

● A comment begins with # and extends to the end of the 

line. 

● example:

# some mathematical equations will follow

y = 5*x**2 # this is a parabola



Functions

● A function takes some input parameters (a.k.a. arguments), 

performs some operations and returns some output

● Python offers a list of built-in functions, see: 

docs.python.org/3/library/functions.html

● Examples:

– largest = max(2, 4)
The function max takes 2 and 4 as input values and 

returns the largest of the two

– number = abs(-5)
The function abs takes -5 as input value and returns its 

absolute value 5

http://docs.python.org/2/library/functions.html


Printing on your terminal

● To print results, use the print function

print("Two plus two is four")

● You can print multiple things separated by commas
print(2, " plus " , 2, " is ", 2 + 2) 

will show:
2 plus 2 is 4

● Note: print does not return any value

In Python 2, print syntax can also be:

print 2, " plus " , 2, " is ", 2 + 2



EXERCISE 1

Compute and print the euclidean (i.e. straight line) distance 

between two 2D points A=(Ax,Ay)=(0,0) and B=(Bx,By)=(1,1).      

Note: AB = (𝐵𝑥 − 𝐴𝑥)
2+(𝐵𝑦 − 𝐴𝑦)

2

ax = 0

ay = 0

bx = 1

by = 1

distance = ((bx-ax)**2+(by-ay)**2)**(1./2)

print(distance)



Tests

● Tests verify if a condition is satisfied or not. Their result is a 

Boolean (True or False)

● Test operators on numbers and strings are:

< (less than), <= (less than or equal to), == (equal to), 

!= (not  equal to), >= (greater than or equal to), >
(greater than)

• Examples:

– 42 > 0 returns True

– "Matteo" == "Astronaut" returns False

– A = 5 > 4 , the variable A will contain True



Compound tests

● Boolean values can be combined:

– A and B : True if A and B are True
– A or B : True if A or B are True
– not A : True if A is False, and vice versa

● Examples:
– score > 0 and score <= 100
– name == "Matteo" and not score < 50



flow control: the if statement

● a program can decide what to do by making a test
● if statement: execute some commands if a test returns 

True, skip otherwise

● Examples:
if day == "Friday":

print("Burrito?")

if probability < 0 or probability > 100:
print("This is pretty unlikely…")



flow control: if … else

● The if statement can have an optional else part, 

indicating commands to execute if the test result is False

● Example:
if day == "Friday":

print("Burrito?")
else:

print("Sandwich?")



flow control: if … elif … else

● The if statement can have any number of elif tests

● Only one group of statements is executed — those controlled 

by the first test that passes

● Example:
if grade == "A":

print("Congratulations!")
elif grade == "B":

print("That's pretty good.")
elif grade == "C":

print("Well, it's passing, anyway.")
else:

print("ok, this is embarrassing")



Indentation

● Indentation is required and must be consistent

● Standard indentation is 4 spaces or one tab

● Thumb rule: does a line terminate with a colon?  Then 

indent the following lines!

● Example:
print("Lunch time!")

if day != "Friday":
print("awww, it’s not Friday.")
print("Sandwich?")

print("enjoy!")



EXERCISE 2

Compute the euclidean distance between two 2D points, print a 

warning signal if the points have the same coordinates, print the 

distance otherwise.

ax = 0

ay = 0

bx = 1

by = 1

distance = ((bx-ax)**2+(by-ay)**2)**(1./2)

if distance == 0:

print("why do you waste my time?")

else:

print(distance)



EXERCISE 2: TIMTOWDI

There Is More Than One Way to Do It!

ax = 0

ay = 0

bx = 1

by = 1

if ax == bx and ay == by:

print("why do you waste my time?")

else:

print(((bx-ax)**2+(by-ay)**2)**(1./2))



● A function is a section of code that, given some arguments, 

performs some operations and returns some output

some_math

2

3

2.4

Declaring your own function

● A function works like a black box: the caller only sees the 

output it returns, its internal workings are hidden



● A function is a section of code that, given some arguments, 

performs some operations and returns some output

● A function works like a black box: the caller only sees the 

output it returns, its internal workings are hidden

Declaring your own function

def some_math(x, y):
constant = 2.5
result = (abs(y)*abs(x))/constant
return result #return a value to the caller

result = some_math(2., 3.)
print(result) #2.4

When do you need to write a function?

Follow the DRY principle! (i.e. Do not Repeat Yourself)



Function indentation and scopes

number = 5.2

def some_math(val):

if val > 0:

result = val**(1./2)

else:

result = 0

return result

dist = some_math(number)

Global scope

Local scope

● variables declared in the local scope are not accessible outside it

● Variable and function definitions are searched first in local scope, 

then in global scope (then in imported packages, more on this later)

# variable result does not exist here!
print(result) # YIELDS AN ERROR! 



Importing more functions

● Packages containing additional functions (beyond built-in 

ones, e.g. print) can be imported in your code

● Some packages are available by default with Python, some 

are downloadable from third parties… you can also make 

your own!

import sys # import the sys package in the environment 
# access its functions like this: sys.exit(0)

from os import * # wild import
# All functions implemented in os are directly callable
# from within your code

from math import cos # import just a specific function 
# access directly in the code like this: cos(0.1)



Importing your own functions

>> file: measure.py

from math import sqrt

def some_math(val):

if val > 0:

result = sqrt(val)

else:

result = 0.

return result

● You can make your functions available to several of your codes!

– save your function in a separate file

– import that file (filename without extension) in your code

>> file: main_code.py

import measure as M 

number = 5
dist = M.some_math(number)

print(dist)



EXERCISE 3

Define and call a function computing the euclidean distance between 

two 2D points. The function should take four parameters (x and y 

coordinates of the two points).

Advanced: save the function in another file called measure.py, import 

it in your exercise file and call it.

def distance(ax, ay, bx, by):

return ((bx-ax)**2+(by-ay)**2)**(1./2)

dist = distance(0, 0, 1, 1)

print(dist)



EXERCISE 3: TIMTOWDI

>> File: measure.py

def distance(ax, ay, bx, by):

return ((bx-ax)**2+(by-ay)**2)**(1./2)

>> File: exercise3.py

from measure import distance

dist = distance(0, 0, 1, 1)

print(dist)

import measure as M

dist = M.distance(0, 0, 1, 1)

print(dist)



Where to find more information?

● Python documentation:              

docs.python.org/3/index.html

● Official python tutorial: docs.python.org/3/tutorial

● Interactive tutorial:                                  

www.learnpython.org

● Very active online community (e.g. www.stackoverflow.com). 

Just Google your problem/error, the first hit will likely be the 

answer you need.

http://docs.python.org/2/index.html
http://www.docs.python.org/2/tutorial
http://www.learnpython.org/
http://www.stackoverflow.com/


COURSE 2

Data structures and more flow 
control



Data types flashback

● We have met the following data types:

– Integers (int) such as 5 or -300

– Floating point numbers (float) such as 3.1416

– Strings are character sequences enclosed in single or 

double quotes, such as "banana" and '"what can 
you do?" "not much!"'

– Boolean values, True and False

● Python offers other ways or organizing your data, using 

structures such as lists, tuples, sets and dictionaries.

● Rule n.1 for a good code: use appropriate data structures.



Lists
● A list is a sequence of arbitrary items enclosed in brackets

my_list = [3.14, 42, 101.0]

● You can refer to an individual value by putting a bracketed number 

(starting from 0) after the list:

my_list[1] is  42

● A portion of list can also be selected by providing an interval (first 

number included, last number excluded):

my_list[0:2] is  [3.14, 42]

● Values in the list can be reassigned:

my_list[1] = 1.44 # list becomes [3.14, 1.44, 101.0]

● The function len tells you the number of items the list:

len(my_list) is 3



Lists: append and extend

● The method append allows you to add elements to a list: 
my_list.append(5.2) is [3.14, 42.0, 101.0, 5.2]

● Any item can be appended to a list, even another list. 
my_list.append([5.2, 99.99]) produces:

[3.14, 42.0, 101.0, [5.2, 99.99]]

● The method extend allows to add a list of elements.

my_list.extend([5.2, 99.99]) produces:

[3.14, 42.0, 101.0, 5.2, 99.99]

Let’s define a list my_list = [3.14, 42.0, 101.0]



Strings look like (but are not) lists

● Strings can be read as if they were lists of characters.
hi = "hello world"
hi[1:3] #returns "el"
len(hi) #returns 11

● Strings are not lists: for instance, they do not accept 

assignment via indexing (i.e. hi[1] = "u" will fail)

● Strings have some associated methods 

docs.python.org/3/library/string.html, e.g.:
"hello world".split() = ["hello", "world"]
" hello ".strip() ="hello"
"Hello WoRLd".lower() = "hello world"
"Hello WoRLd".upper() = "HELLO WORLD"

http://docs.python.org/2/library/string.html


Tuples and Sets
● Tuples are unchangeable sequences of items, defined with:
my_tuple = (3.14, 42.0, 101.0)

● Tuples are indexed like lists, e.g.:

my_tuple[1] is  42.0
my_list[0:2] is  (3.14, 42.0)

● Tuples cannot be modified!

● Sets are an unordered collection of unique elements defined with:

my_set = {3.14, 42.0, 101.0}

● Sets cannot be indexed. Items can be added and removed:

● Only new unique elements will be added

my_set.add(10.0)
my_set.remove(3.14)



Dictionaries

● Dictionaries stores pairs of data, one being the key and 

the other the value. Keys are strings, and are unique 

within dictionary. Data is stored like this: key : value
my_dict = {'one': 1, 'two': 2, 'three': 3} 

● Values corresponding to a key can be retrieved:

my_dict['two'] returns 2

● Inserting a new key and value association:
my_dict['four'] = 4



Type Casting
● In some cases, Python can figure out what type data a should 

be at declaration:

a = 1.5 + 1 # a = float + int = float

●

● type(a) reports a variable’s type (here <type ‘float’>)

● Dedicated functions convert objects from a type to another:
– float("3.14") returns 3.14
– int("42") returns 42
– str(42) returns "42"
– list("42") returns ["4", "2"]
– list({"4", "2"}) returns ["4", "2"]
– list({'one': 1, 'two': 2}) returns ["one", "two"]
– set({'one': 1, 'two': 2}) returns {"one", "two"}
– set(["4", "2", "2"]) returns {"4", "2"}



What is the difference? 

x = 1

y = x

x = 2

print(x, y) 

x = [1, 1]

y = x

x[0] = 2

print(x, y)



Similar code, different behaviour?

x = 1

y = x

x = 2

print(x, y) 

x = [1, 1]

y = x

x[0] = 2

print(x, y)

prints: 2 1 prints: [2, 1] [2, 1]



Mutable and immutable objects
• Memory is like a set of identical drawers, each can contain one item
• When storing an item in a drawer, a label is added to it (e.g. x)
• y = x means that we add a second label y to drawer labelled with x

Some data stored in memory
can be directly modified…

…some cannot. A new, modified
version must be created.



Mutable and immutable objects

Immutable objects

x = 1

y = x

x = 2

print(x, y) 

x = [1, 1]

y = x

x[0] = 2

print(x, y)

prints: 2 1

Mutable objects

• Applies to int, float, boolean, 
string, tuple

• Value in memory position 
cannot be modified. Effect: 
modification creates a new 
distinct item in a new memory 
position.

• Applies to complex data 
structures (e.g. lists, 
dictionaries, sets)

• Value in memory position can 
be modified. Effect: changing 
that memory position, affects 
all variables associated to it.

prints: [2, 1] [2, 1]



Copying a mutable object

x = [1, 1]

y = x[:] # shortcut for x[0:len(x)]

x[0] = 2

print(x, y)

Will print: [2, 1] [1, 1]

• To copy the contents of a list x into a new one, 
you have to extract the values stored in x. This 
can be done with the statement x[:]

• Or using the deepcopy function, valid for any data 

structure:

from copy import deepcopy

y = deepcopy(x)



EXERCISE 4

Define a function computing the euclidean distance between 

two 2D points. Represent points as lists containing 2 elements 

(i.e. x and y coordinate).

def distance(a, b):

return ((b[0]-a[0])**2+(b[1]-a[1])**2)**(1./2)

p1 = [0, 0]

p2 = [1, 1]

dist = distance(p1, p2)

print(dist)



flow control flashback

● Tests help a program decide what to do
if day == "Monday":

print("aww…")
elif day == "Friday":

print("yay!")
else:

print("hang in there!")

● Functions act as “reusable pieces of code”

def my_function(x):
return x**2/5.0

print(my_function(-1))
print(my_function(2))



flow control: the while loop

● A while loop performs the same statements over and over 

until some test becomes False
– Example:

n = 0
while n < 3:

print(n, " is a nice number.")
n = n + 1 # can also write n += 1. 

prints

0 is a nice number.
1 is a nice number.
2 is a nice number.

● If the test is initially False, the while loop doesn't do anything

● If the test never becomes False, you have an "infinite loop“. 

This is usually bad.



flow control: the for loop

● A for loop performs the same statements for each value in 

a list

● The code:
for n in [1, 2, 3]:

print("This is the number", n)

prints:
This is the number 1 
This is the number 2
This is the number 3

● The for loop uses a variable (in this case, n) to hold the 

current value in the list



comparison: for and while loop

These two loops will print the same output:

n = 0
while n < 3:

print(n, " is a nice number.")
n = n + 1

for n in [1, 2, 3] :
print(n, " is a nice number.")



Ranges

● In Python 2, range is a function that creates a list of integers 

from the first number up to but not including the second 

number:

– range(0, 4) returns [0, 1, 2, 3]
– if you give range a third number, it is used as the step  

size, i.e. range(2, 12, 3) returns  [2, 5, 8, 11]



Ranges

● In Python 2, range is a function that creates a list of integers 

from the first number up to but not including the second 

number:

– range(0, 4) returns [0, 1, 2, 3]
– if you give range a third number, it is used as the step  

size, i.e. range(2, 12, 3) returns  [2, 5, 8, 11]

● In Python 3, range behaves similarly to a generator: every 

time it is interrogated, it returns a new number given the 

provided rules (start, stop, step).

● To get a list out of range in Python 3, use type casting: 

list(range(0, 4))



How does the computer interpret

your loop?

Step 1: get list p length

p = [42.0, 10.1, 3.14]

for i in range(len(p)):

print(p[i])

for i in range(3):

print(p[i])

for i in [0, 1, 2]:

print(p[i])

print(p[0]) # 42.0

print(p[1]) # 10.1

print(p[2]) # 3.14

Step 2: create list of 
integers that will be used 
as indices for list p 
[Python 2]

Step 3: repeat indented 
commands for every 
element of the indices 
list (assigned to the 
variable i)



Looping over a list: several options
p = [42.0, 10.1, 3.14]

n = 0
while n < 3:

print(n, p[n])
n = n + 1

for n in range(3):
print(n, p[n])

for item in p:
print(item)

n, item in enumerate(p):
print(n, item)



EXERCISE 5

def distance(a, b):

return ((b[0]-a[0])**2+(b[1]-a[1])**2)**(1./2)

p1 = [0, 0]

p2 = [1, 1]

dist = distance(p1, p2)

print(dist)

Define and call a function computing the euclidean distance

between two n-dimensional points. Represent points as a lists, i.e. 

p1=[0, 0, …], p2=[1, 1, …]. Hint: you will need a loop!      

Advanced: first, test whether the two lists have identical length.

AB = 

𝑖

(𝐵𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖)
2

N-dimensional
euclidean distance:



Define and call a function computing the euclidean distance 

between two n-dimensional points. Represent points as a lists, i.e. 

p1=[0, 0, …], p2=[1, 1, …]. Hint: you will need a loop!      

Advanced: first, test whether the two lists have identical length.

def distance(a, b):

add = 0

for i in range(0, len(a)):

add = add + (b[i]-a[i])**2

return add**0.5

p1 = [0, 0, 0]

p2 = [1, 1, 1]

dist = distance(p1, p2)

print(dist)

AB = 

𝑖

(𝐵𝑖 − 𝐴𝑖)
2

N-dimensional
euclidean distance:

EXERCISE 5



EXERCISE 5: a safer solution

def distance(a, b):

if len(a) != len(b):

print("points do not have the same dimensions!")

return nan

else:

add = 0

for i in range(0, len(a)):

add += (b[i]-a[i])**2 # x += 1 means x = x+1

return add**0.5

p1 = [0, 0, 0]

p2 = [1, 1, 1]

dist = distance(p1, p2)

print(dist)



Loops can be nested

my_list = ["A", "B", "C"]

prints:
A A
A B
A C

in outer loop i  = 0, in inner loop j = 0, 1 and 2. 

in outer loop i  = 1, in inner loop j = 0, 1 and 2. 

in outer loop i  = 2, in inner loop j = 0, 1 and 2. 

B A
B B
B C

C A
C B
C C 

for i in range(len(my_list)): # i = 0, 1, 2

for j in range(len(my_list)): # j = 0, 1, 2

print(my_list[i], my_list[j])



EXERCISE 6
Print the pairwise distance of a list of 3D points, defined as shown

below. This will require nested loops! 

points = [[0, 0, 0], [1, 1, 1], [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, 1]]

for i, p1 in enumerate(points):
for j, p2 in enumerate(points):

dist = distance(p1, p2)
print(p1, p2, dist)

for i in range(len(points)):
for j in range(len(points)):

dist = distance(points[i], points[j])
print(points[i], points[j], dist)

TIMTOWDI



COURSE 3

Manipulating files and getting input 
from the user



summary: lists

● The method append allows you to add elements to a list: 
my_list.append(5.2) is [3.14, 42.0, 101.0, 5.2]

● You can refer to an individual value by putting a bracketed number 

(starting from 0) after the list:

my_list[1] is  42.0

● portions of list can also be selected: by providing an interval (first 

number included, last number excluded):

my_list[0:2] is  [3.14, 42.0]

Let’s define a list my_list = [3.14, 42.0, 101.0]



summary: loops
p = [42.0, 10.1, 3.14]

n = 0
while n < 3:

print(n, p[n])
n = n + 1

for n in range(3):
print(n, p[n])

for item in p:
print(item)

n, item in enumerate(p):
print(n, item)



Reading files

parse. a: (grammar) to divide a sentence into grammatical parts and 

identify the parts and their relations to each other. b: to study 

something by looking at its parts closely

• A file can be opened in read ("r") , write ("w"), and 
append ("a")  mode. 

fin = open("myfile.dat", "r")

• The open function returns a file handle. A handle 
provides methods to manipulate a file.

fin.close() #close the file (destroy the handle)

data = fin.readlines() #put all file lines in a list



Reading files: line by line

fin = open("myfile.dat", "r")

for line in fin:

print(line)

fin.close()

fin = open("myfile.dat", "r")

line = fin.readline()

TIMTOWDI

The file handle points at the first unread line in the file.

myfile.dat

1.0 2.6
2.1 3.9
3.2 5.1
4.6 6.7
5.2 7.1
6.3 8.7
7.5 9.9
8.1  10.4
9.3  11.1

Reading a line moves the pointer down.

while line:

print(line)

line = fin.readline()

fin.close()

End of file halts the loop.

#if not end of file

#"1.0  2.6"



Storing information from what you read
● Create an empty list, and append to it data from the lines you read

● Note: numbers are treated as characters (up to you to type cast)

#data is a list of lists, i.e.
#[["1.0","2.6"],["2.1","3.9"],...]

fin = open("myfile.dat", "r")

data = [] #init an empty list

for line in fin:

columns = line.split()

#columns is a list of strings

#e.g. ["1.0", "2.6"]

data.append(columns)

fin.close()

myfile.dat

1.0 2.6
2.1 3.9
3.2 5.1
4.6 6.7
5.2 7.1
6.3 8.7
7.5 9.9
8.1  10.4
9.3  11.1



PDB files – storing molecular data

ATOM ID name resname chain resid x y z atomtypeoccupancy β-factor

…



EXERCISE 7

Download the file "1PRE.pdb". Parse it, and print all the lines 
containing atoms part of a tryptophan, residue name "TRP".  
Advanced: append lines of interest in a list, and print the list 
after file parsing is complete. 

Aerolysin
(1PRE)



EXERCISE 7

Download the file "1PRE.pdb". Parse it, and print all the lines 
containing atoms part of a tryptophan, residue name "TRP".  
Advanced: append lines of interest in a list, and print the list 
after file parsing is complete. 

fin = open("1PRE.pdb", "r")

data = []

for line in fin:

columns = line.split()

if columns[3] == "TRP":

data.append(line)

fin.close()

print(data)



EXERCISE 7

fin = open("1PRE.pdb", "r")

data = []

for line in fin:

r_name = line[17:20].strip()

if r_name == "TRP":

data.append(line)

fin.close()

chars. Type type

1 - 6 Record name «ATOM» String

7-11 Serial atom number Integer

13-16 Atom name String

17 Alternate location String

18-20 Residue name String

22 Chain identifier String

23-26 Residue sequence nb. Integer

27 Code for residues 
insertion

String

31-38 X coordinate in Å Float (8.3)

39-46 Y coordinate in Å Float (8.3)

47-54 Z coordinate in Å Float (8.3)

55-60 Occupancy Float

61-66 Temperature factor Float

77-78 Element symbol String

79-80 Charge String

● Every line has the same amount of 
characters. In big PDB files, columns
may merge.

● splitting the lines with line.split() is
dangerous. A safer solution: use 
character positions instead!



Writing files

● If file is open if write mode ("w"), strings can be inserted in it.  

Creation of a new line should be explicitely stated with \n
fout.write("hello\n")

● data can be formatted into a string, e.g.: 

a = 12.345
print("%s   %4.2f   %3.1f"%(a, a, a))  

prints: 12.345   12.34   12.3

● Formatting characters: %s (generic string) %5.2f (floating
point, 5 characters of which 2 digits after decimal point),     
%-8.2f (floating point with left alignment),…

● NOTE: more advanced control is offered by the string.format
method docs.python.org/3/library/stdtypes.html#str.format

http://docs.python.org/2/library/stdtypes.html#str.format


EXERCISE 8

Parse  "1PRE.pdb" and print in an output file the x, y and z 

coordinates of all atom belonging to a tryptophan.             

Advanced: make sure that columns are nicely aligned.

fin = open("1PRE.pdb", "r")

fout = open("result.dat", "w")

for line in fin:

r_name = line[17:20].strip()

if r_name == "TRP":

x = float(line[30:38])

y = float(line[38:46])

z = float(line[46:54])

fout.write("%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f\n"%(x, y, z))

fin.close()

fout.close()



EXERCISE 8: formatting

. . . 

11.022   75.512   27.695

11.760   78.281   26.056

13.153   79.155   25.299

-34.683   48.263   43.646

-33.997   49.530   43.913

-34.829   50.797   43.898

-36.037   50.849   43.733

-32.829   49.678   42.916

-33.275   49.564   41.147

. . .

"%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f\n"%(x, y, z)

. . . 

11.022 75.512 27.695

11.76 78.281 26.056

13.153 79.155 25.299

-34.683 48.263 43.646

-33.997 49.53 43.913

-34.829 50.797 43.898

-36.037 50.849 43.733

-32.829 49.678 42.916

-33.275 49.564 41.147

. . .

"%s %s %s\n"%(x, y, z)



File system path
/

degiacomgoofy mikey

home dev

folder_2folder_1 input_file.pdb

Locate input_file.pdb from working directory folder_1:

• Absolute path: path to the file from file system root, e.g.: 
/home/mikey/input_file.pdb

• Relative path: path with respect of current location, e.g.: 

../../mikey/input_file.pdb



Paths in Unix vs Windows

● File paths under Windows:

filename = "C:\Users\Matteo\newfolder"

● \ indicates that what follows is a special symbol.     

"\n" means new line! 

● File paths under Unix (Linux, MacOS):

filename = "/home/Matteo/newfolder"

To bypass this behaviour:

filename = "C:\\Users\\Matteo\\newfolder"



The os package

if not os.path.isfile(filename):
print("file not found!")

• Offers operating system-dependent functionalities 
docs.python.org/3/library/os.html

• verify file existence. filename can also include 
absolute or relative path:

os.path.isdir(dirname) #check if folder exists
os.chdir(path) #change working directory
os.getcwd() #get current working directory
os.path.abspath(path) #get absolute path
os.sep() #return the path separator as a string ("\\" or "/")

• other useful functions:

http://docs.python.org/2/library/os.html


The sys package

● Offers system-specific parameters and functions

● when calling your program from the terminal, the user can 

provide some input parameters:

python my_great_code.py

● Parameters can be read inside my_great_code.py like this:

import sys
#sys.argv = ["my_great_code.py", "matteo", "7"]

name = sys.argv[1] # "matteo"
fav_number = sys.argv[2] # "7"

matteo 7

parameters



EXERCISE 9
Improve Exercise 8, to allow users to pass as parameter a desired

file name and residue name. Call the script on the file "1PRE.pdb" 
Advanced: test for file existence, exit if file is not found.

fin = open("1PRE.pdb", "r")

fout = open("result.dat", "w")

for line in fin:

r_name = line[17:20].strip()

if r_name == "TRP":

x = float(line[30:38])

y = float(line[38:46])

z = float(line[46:54])

fout.write("%8.3f %8.3f %8.3f\n"%(x, y, z))

fin.close()

fout.close()



EXERCISE 9
Improve Exercise 8, to allow users to pass as parameter a desired

file name and residue name. Call the script on the file "1PRE.pdb" 
Advanced: test for file existence, exit if file is not found.

import sys, os.path

fname = sys.argv[1]

resname = sys.argv[2]

if not os.path.isfile(fname):

print("file not found!")

sys.exit()

fin = open(fname, "r")

fout = open("result.dat", "w")

. . .

. . .

for line in fin:

r_name = line[17:20].strip()

if r_name == resname:

x = float(line[30:38])

y = float(line[38:46])

z = float(line[46:54])

fout.write("%s %s %s"% \

(x, y, z))

fin.close()

fout.close()



Conclusion

● TIMTOWDI (There Is More Than One Way To do It)

– but remember the zen of Python: ”if the implementation is 

hard to explain, it's a bad idea”

● DREW (Do not REinvent the Wheel)

– a very good solution for your problem may already exist

● DRY (Do not Repeat Yourself)

– keep the code simple and organized

● RTFM (Read the Friendly Manual)

– And don’t forget to ask Google, too!



More useful things you can do 

with Python

● Signal processing (smoothing, thresholding,…)

● Fitting data with theoretical models

● Integrating differential equations

● Producing really fancy plots

● Data clustering and classification

● Developing graphical user interfaces

● Run your code in parallel

● Interfacing with different languages

● Deep learning

● … 

See Numerical
Methods and
Data analysis
class



PROJECT

A possible code skeleton:

– get a PDB file name from the user (sys.argv[1])
– test if the file exists, complain if it doesn’t
– read all the lines with a loop
– save in a list only the lines containing cysteine’s 

(CYS) sulfur atom (SG)
– compute the pairwise distance of all x, y, z 

coordinates in selected lines (nested loops!)
– print the ID of residues forming a disulfide bridge 

(i.e. distance < 2.5 Å).

Find all the disulfide bridges in a user-provided PDB file 


